From: "Cox, Jon" <Jon.Cox@pacificorp.com>
Date: November 29, 2016 at 11:05:19 AM MST
To: "Cox, Jon" <Jon.Cox@pacificorp.com>
Subject: Net Metering Update

Representatives:
I have spoken with many of you about the recent Public Service Commission filing by Rocky
Mountain Power. Please do not hesitate to reach out with questions or concerns you might
have about this important issue. A few key points:
• Today, the wholesale market price for solar power generation is approximately 3-4 cents
per kWh thanks in part to large-scale solar farms like the ones we see throughout rural Utah.
By comparison, Rocky Mountain Power is required to reimburse rooftop solar
customers at nearly three times the market rate. This hasn’t always been the case.
From 2002-2008, Utah net metering customers only received the market rate for their excess
solar production.
RMP does not reimburse solar customers. They provide KWh credits on the daily solar
production. This credit is zeroed out once a year on April 30 – “use it or lose it”.
RMP can make investments for their shareholders but when I invest in the future of my assets I
am penalized by RMP for my investment. My investment was made based on RMP’s Net
Metering program. If RMP changes the agreement that was in place when my array was
installed then how confident can I be that RMP won’t change their mind again and eliminate the
grandfathered systems? This move by RMP simply is another attempt to monopolize a utility
that is essential to all the people to benefit one company.
Based on $.17/KWh (including the other charges that RMP already adds to the monthly bill, i.e.
“Renewable Energy Adjustment”, “Energy Balancing Account” and “Customer Efficiency
Services”) it will take 14 years to pay off my system. With another $9/mo it will take 15.5
years. This does not take into account the degradation of the solar panels at 1%/yr or the cost
of servicing the system over those years.
• If a solar customer wants to use power in the evening (our peak demand) or on a cloudy
day, it is reasonable to expect them to pay their fair share to maintain the grid. Our proposal to
the Public Service Commission accomplishes that objective with a $9/month increased fixed
charge coupled with a demand charge based on their use of the grid. Those who have a higher
demand on the grid will pay more than those who don’t. The average increased cost under
RMP’s proposal for new solar customers would be approximately $20/month.
Customers with rooftop solar will still save money on their energy bills—about 35 percent
compared to non-solar customers. And unlike other states, we are only proposing this change
for new solar customers, not existing users.

What about those who use very little electricity and don’t have solar? Shouldn’t they pay a fee
and a demand charge to pay for the infrastructure? Is this really fair to solar customers?
Annually, only 21% of our home’s energy needs are supplied by solar. Increasing the current
service fee from $6/mo to $15/mo (125% increase) for solar customers is excessive. Also,
solar production is minimal 6 months of the year. The current proposal penalizes smaller solar
user and benefits larger solar user. These policies discourage homeowners from installing solar
as a backup to RMP if the grid goes down. The PSC/RMP should implement policies to
encourage solar and not limit individuals to only one source of power given the dependency we
all have on electrical power. RMP’s proposed fee doesn’t take into account that not all solar
customers have battery backup systems to use their stored energy at night which is an
important reason to keep Net Metering in place. If the PSC decides to penalize solar
customers for their investment then the fee should be based on the size of the solar
system, whether the system has battery storage and the percentage of solar annual
production verses customer usage. A FLAT RATE FEE IS NOT A FAIR
APPROACH TO THIS ISSUE.
• Other utilities in Utah have already adopted similar changes for their net metering
customers. For example, Bountiful solar customers pay a fee for grid maintenance. Customers
in St. George and Logan are simply paid the market rate for their excess solar production.
Several Utah cities don’t pay anything for excess solar generation because they don’t need the
extra electricity at a time of day when customer usage is low. Commercial solar customers
in the RMP service area already use a rate structure very similar to our residential
proposal. We continue to see new commercial net metering customers sign up at this rate,
and we expect the same with our residential customers.
We have property in St George and have decided against installing solar because of their refusal
to implement net metering. St George is located in a solar rich area, not like northern Utah.
Large monopolies such as RMP should be encouraging homeowners to install solar, as they have
in the past, to help reduce pollution in the Salt Lake valley and reduce demand during summer’s
high demand. The PSC should object to this attempt to control homeowner investment in
solar energy. S.D. 208 reflects bad policy in a State that has serious pollution problems.
• We currently have one of the lowest electricity rates in the country, and as a company we
want to keep it that way. Unfortunately, a significant cost will have to be paid by non-solar
customers unless this grid maintenance inequity is resolved. Not acting now will inevitably
result in increased power costs for all customers. This was the reason the 2014
Legislature passed S.B. 208, which directed the Public Service Commission to “determine a just
and reasonable charge, credit, or ratemaking structure” for the net metering program.
“Significant cost will be paid by non-solar customers”, “increased cost” - really? These are
typical RMP scare tactics to raise rates on their small competitors/customers.
• Rocky Mountain Power is supportive of an energy future that includes
increased solar power. We currently purchase nearly eight times more solar power from

Utah solar farms than we do from net-metering customers, much of that built in just the last
few years. We expect both of those numbers to continue to rise in the years ahead.
I have pulled individual energy reports for many of you to show what this proposal would look
like on different kinds of homes with varying sizes of solar installs. I am more than willing to do
the same for any of you or your constituents. As always, don’t hesitate to call with questions or
concerns. Additional information and a FAQ list can be found on our website,
utahsolarworks.com/net-metering.
Mr. Cox is saying that the net metering program doesn’t constitute much of the solar RMP
buys, so leave Net Metering alone. Last summer I watched an interview with David Esklesen
from RMP who suggested offering an incentive program to those who used excessive power.
Now RMP wants to penalize those who have or want to contribute to reduce the load during
peak load summer demand.
Another contradiction is the use of RMP’s program to control customers A/C units during peak
demand. This program only benefits RMP by shutting off customers A/C units when the
customer needs it the most. Then the customer has to pay more by using more energy to
make up the loss of cooling (walls, furniture, rugs, insulation, etc.) within the customer’s home.
Solar performance is at its peak during these times to help eliminate “brown outs”. RMP has
always based their arguments for rate hikes on increased demand. Now that solar customers
are lessening the load/demand and RMP has their own solar farm(s), RMP is asking for a rate
hike because of decreased demand.
Why penalize those who are trying to reduce their carbon footprint, help relieve the pollution
in our valley and reduce the summertime energy demand?
RMP needs to go through the PSC process substantiating their claims before make a request to
fast track additional fees from the public.
Dan Jones & Associates just released a poll showing 76% of Utahn’s oppose RMP penalizing
rooftop solar customers extra fees. Granting RMP’s request is contrary what RMP’s customers
want. http://utsolar.org/help-save-the-future-of-solar-in-utah/survey/
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